Soccer ends home season with 2-0 loss

By Arthur Lee

The Coast Guard Bears shut out the men's soccer team 2-0 Saturday afternoon in the last home game of the season before the annual move of Memorial Stadium. The Engineers' record now stands at 8-1-1.

Nineteen minutes into the half, however, Coast Guard's Brian Merrill managed to slip the winning tally past goalie Mike Schoen '87. The MIT backfield, together with the three saves made by Schoen, effortlessly clamped down on any further Coast Guard intrusions in the remainder of the period, but the damage had been done.

The Bears stepped up their offensive performance in the second half, outshooting the Engineers 10-3 and forcing Schoen to increase his already-aggressive defensive activities inside the penalty area. The MIT goalie made seven more saves before the game was over.

Coast Guard's Ren Beldi caught Schoen at the wrong side of the goal with 17:59 left in the game to account for the visitors' other score. From thirty yards out, Beldi took a pass from Derek Dantone and landed a pretty shot into the right side of the net.

Despite some good rushes by Billy Mayweather '86, Marshall Jackson '83, Victor Giustino '87, co-captain Mark Jeannes '84, and Joey Pemberton '84, the Engineers simply could not generate enough offensive pressure to crack open the Bears' defense.

The same could have been said about the Bears' offense, but it did score two more goals than did MIT.

Commenting on his team's seventh loss by shutdown, MIT coach Walter Alessi said, "We played well. Our defense was good, but we simply cannot win games without scoring goals."

Alessi also commented on the Engineers' overall performance this season, saying, "At the pace we are going, we may end up only one tie better than last season. But we are a young team, and we tried."}

Alessi's team wins up the 1983 season on the road, with a 2 p.m. match against the Stonehill College Chiefs.

Mark Johnston '84 passes the ball uphill during MIT's loss to Coast Guard on Saturday.
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Software Engineers
We are designing real-time systems utilizing UNIX and "C." Experience with the VAX-11/780 or DEC's PDP-11 computers is preferred. Familiarity with VMS, UNIX and "C" language is highly desirable. Much of our software design provides real-time control of complex hardware such as videotape recorders or disc memories. Other areas include communication networks, and image processing.

Join Ampex in its growth. Ampex stands alone as the only manufacturer of all essential elements for magnetic recording—tape, discs, heads, and recorder transports—as well as having our own mechanics, electronics, special effects, and more.
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**AMPTEX**

Engineers
Develop your future with Ampex
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